Abstract: Bootstrap equations for conformal correlators that mimic the early theory of conformal bootstrap are written down in frames of the AdS/CFT approach. The simplified version of these equations, that may be justified if Schwinger-Keldysh formalism is used in AdS/CFT instead of conventional Feynman-Witten diagrams technique, permits to calculate values of conformal dimensions in the O(N) symmetric model with conformal or composite Habbard-Stratonovich field.
Introduction
Explanation of the values of fundamental constants now introduced ad hoc remains among the main challenges of the Standard Model and of theoretical physics as a whole. Steven Weinberg, when he was recently asked what single open question he would like to see answered in his lifetime, replied that it is only the mystery of the observed pattern of quarks and leptons masses [1] . In higher dimensional theories spectra of physical particles are obtained as eigenvalues of equations for bulk fields, and it is possible to calculate the looked for constants with the choice of the bulk dynamics, including fields' bulk masses in units of the AdS curvature, and of boundary conditions. It is evident that there is great arbitrariness in this approach. Thus the theory determining the bulk masses would be a step in the desired direction.
"Old" conformal bootstrap considered in the AdS/CFT context allows, in principle, to calculate the values of conformal dimensions that is of bulk masses. To demonstrate this possibility is the goal of this paper.
The paper was inspired by the work [2] that Igor Klebanov has reported in the Lebedev Institute in 2017. In [2] (see also [3] ), among other interesting things, the expressions for spectra of conformal dimensions in onedimensional Sachdev-Ye-Kitaev and in d-dimensional field theory models were obtained from the "bootstrap" equations for Green function G(X 1 , X 2 ) and vertex Γ(X 1 , X 2 , X 3 ) expressed symbolically in most general form as:
where Σ is quantum self-energy and M △ is a triangle 3-gamma diagramboth constructed from the same G and Γ that stand on the LHS in (1) .
The most characteristic feature of Eq-s (1) is the absence there of any sign of the "bare" Lagrangian. In this sense it has something in common with Sakharov's zero Lagrangian approach [4] . Schwinger-Dyson Eq-s of type (1) with additional massless "bare" terms are used in theories with dynamical generation of mass (gap) such as superconductivity and models of spontaneous symmetry breaking.
In the "old" conformal bootstrap pioneered in [5] , [6] and developed in [7] - [12] , see e.g. [13] and references therein, the planar approximation Σ ∼ G 2 is traditionally used in (1) in self-consistent calculations of the anomalous conformal dimensions. In this case first line of (1) takes a form (triple interaction is supposed, g is the coupling constant):
In some models the choice of only planar diagrams may be justified as "most divergent" ones or in frames of the 1/N expansion. However in his 1982 Nobel Lecture [14] Kenneth Wilson criticized this approximation as ungrounded. Nevertheless people use it, and we shall do the same in the present paper, having in mind that interesting results are the best justification of any postulate.
"Old" conformal bootstrap should not be confused with most popular nowadays "OPE conformal bootstrap" based on the demand of crossing symmetry of the operator product expansions -see primary papers [15] - [17] and modern reviews [18] , [19] .
To see the meaning of Eq. (2) in the AdS/CFT context let us assume that X 1,2 , X, Y in (2) are the bulk coordinates in AdS d+1 and direct X 1,2 to the horizon. Then LHS of (2) becomes conformal correlator of the boundary conformal theory, whereas G(X 1 , X), G(Y, X 2 ) in the RHS become the corresponding bulk-to-boundary propagators. This procedure 2 is demonstrated in subsection 3.1 where the compact form of the exact equations of the selfenergy AdS/CFT bootstrap are obtained.
Another background of the present paper are works [20] where self-energy (bubble) Witten diagrams were calculated in case of triple bulk interactions, and [21] where Witten diagrams with bulk Green functions replaced by the bulk harmonic functions were calculated.
In subsection 3.2 the simplified version of the self-energy bootstrap equation on AdS is presented where bulk Green functions in the corresponding Witten diagrams are replaced by their harmonic counterparts. Such a replacement was used earlier for scalar tadpoles in [22] - [27] and for singlefermion loops in [28] , [29] in the context of the double-trace deformation. A possible justification of doing the same in the self-energy diagrams that are the product of two Green functions may be in the abandoning of the conventional Feynman-Witten diagram technique in favor of the Keldysh 2 I am grateful to Ruslan Metsaev for this observation.
non-equlibrium Green functions (NEGF ) technique, also called SchwingerKeldysh, "in-in" or "closed time path" formalism, [30] , see recent review [31] . NEGF is widely used in the many particles theory, but it is also applied in a number of the early cosmology quantum problems with their strongly non-stationary de Sitter background, [32] - [34] and references therein. The possibility to apply NEGF in AdS/CFT and to get in this way the "Keldysh component of self-energy" built from the two-point homogeneous solutions of dynamical equations is discussed in subsection 3.2.
In Sec. 4 calculation of values of conformal dimensions from the simplified bootstrap equations are performed in the O(N) symmetric model of N identical scalar fields interacting with the Habbard-Stratonovich auxiliary scalar field. Since the self-energy bootstrap equations, in addition to the looked for fields' conformal dimensions, also contain unknown renormalized coupling constant, the reduction of number of unknown variables is required to obtain a numerical results. In subsection 4.1 the option of conformally invariant Habbard-Stratonovich field which conformal dimension is known is investigated; this option was inspired by [20] where self-interacting conformal scalar field was studied in AdS 4 . In subsection 4.2 the "extremal" relation imposed on values of conformal dimensions give the wishful reduction of unknowns; in this case we refer to [21] where it was shown that calculation of Witten diagrams with extremal vertexes is essentially simplified.
3-point vertex of three interacting bulk scalar fields φ 1 (Z), φ 2 (Z), φ 3 (Z) is called "extremal" when conformal dimensions of the fields obey the relation [35] :
This extremal relation is valid in the elementary conformal theory when conformal operator O ∆ φ 1 is the composite operator obtained by taking a product of two operators of dimensions ∆ φ 2 and ∆ φ 3 . Following AdS/CFT approach we map the dual bulk scalar fields to each, including the composite one, conformal operator of the boundary conformal theory, while preserving the elementary relation (3) between conformal dimensions when calculating Witten diagrams. This is consistent with the basic principles of the "old" conformal bootstrap that equates elementary conformal correlators to exact ones where quantum contributions are taken into account. In Sec.2 familiar expressions used in the bulk of the paper are summed up. In Sec. 3 exact and simplified equations of the self-energy AdS/CFT boot-strap are obtained. Sec. 4 demonstrates the possibility of successful "hunting for numbers" of conformal dimensions in frames of the "old" conformal bootstrap in the AdS/CFT context. In Conclusion the possible directions of future work are outlined.
Preliminaries
We work in AdS d+1 in Poincare Euclidean coordinates Z = {z 0 , z }, where AdS curvature radius R AdS is put equal to one:
and consider bulk scalar fields. Bulk field φ(X) of mass m is dual to boundary conformal operator O ∆ + ( x) or to its "shadow" operator O ∆ − ( x) with scaling dimensions
We take normalization of the scalar field bulk-to-boundary operator G ∂B ∆ (Z; x) and of the corresponding conformal correlator like in [20] , [21] :
and:
Bulk-to-bulk IR (∆ = ∆ IR > d/2, see (5)) scalar field Green function G BB ∆ (X, Y ) that is zero at infinity x 0 , y 0 → ∞ has simple form in the boundary momentum space p (p = | p|), and it possesses Kallen-Lehmann type spectral representation [36] - [39] , [20] (clear analysis of spectral representation for UV scalar field Green function is given in [20] ):
are Bessel functions of the imaginary arguments. Nominator of the integrand in spectral representation in (8) is scalar field Harmonic function that admits split representation and that is proportional to the difference (marked here with tilde) of IR and UV bulk Green functions:
is the difference of residues in poles ν = ±i(∆ − d/2) in the RHS of spectral representation (8) . Split representation in (9), (10) is immediately seen from the last line in (8) , in the boundary momentum space it is just a product of solutions of the homogeneous dynamical equation:
We shall also need expression for AdS/CFT tree 3-point vertex [40] , [36] , [41] , [20] , [21] :
, where
Also some well known [42] , [7] , [8] , [20] , [21] conformal integrals will be used below:
and
where
We will also need integral (15) when
(the derivation of this formula is elementary in momentum space, see e.g. in [8] ):
and the divergent integral analyzed in detail in [20] :
(Eq-s (15) and (16) are used here in case ∆ 1 = ∆ 2 = d/2). Γ(0) is written here symbolically, its possible different regularizations are discussed in [20] .
3 AdS/CFT bubble analogy of the self-energy "old" conformal bootstrap 3.1 Exact bootstrap equations.
We consider here three bulk scalar fields φ i (Z) (i = 1, 2, 3) with conformal dimensions ∆ φ i (5) and triple bulk interaction:
As it was noted in the Introduction the AdS/CFT version of the "old" conformal bootstrap is obtained if coordinates X 1,2 , X, Y in general formula (2) are considered as the bulk coordinates in AdS d+1 and X 1,2 are placed at the horizon with appropriate normalization like in (6), (7) . This procedure transforms LHS of (2) into boundary correlator (7) whereas in the RHS of (2) we'll have two bulk-to-boundary propagators (6). Thus (2) takes a form:
or (20) indicates that bubble of the field φ 1 is formed by the fields φ 2,3 .
From spectral representations (8) of Green functions of fields φ 2,3 it follows (20) , deciphered in the RHS of (21), admits double integral spectral representation [20] . Then, with account of (9), bootstrap Eq. (21) may be written as:
Here nominator M in the integrand is built with the replacement of Green functions G in the RHS of (21) by their harmonic counterparts G (10). We call this construction "harmonic bubble" and also mark it with tilde:
To use (23) in spectral representation (22) the substitutions
M was calculated in [20] (where it is designated as F 2pt bubble (ν, ν)). The evident steps are as follows: (1) to use in (23) split representations of G (10); (2) to perform two bulk integrals that gives convolution of two vertexes (11) over two boundary points x a , x b ; (3) to perform familiar conformal integral (14) over x b . Then (23) comes to: (18) is absorbed here, together with some coefficients, in the "bare" g 2 defining the renormalized coupling constant as:
Coefficient R(∆ φ 1 , ∆ φ 2 , ∆ φ 3 ) is symmetric in three its arguments and is equal to:
and we introduced for brevity:
Third line in (24) and expressions (25) - (27) are received with account of formulas for A, B, δ ij , and also C ∆ hidden in B, given in (16), (13) , (12), (6) correspondingly.
We singled out in (24) in front of the final expression for M the boundary conformal correlator (7) that will reduce with the same correlator in the LHS of bootstrap equation (22) .
Final expression for M (22) is finite thanks to dependence on ν, ν in square brackets in denominator in its integrand. Convergence of spectral representation in (22) opens up possibilities for computer calculations of conformal dimensions from the bootstrap equations.
Two more bootstrap equations are obtained from (22) , with account of (24), (26), (27) by the permutation of fields. Thus we have three spectral equations for four unknown variables:
The most consistent way to get the missing fourth equation for coupling constant would be to require the validity of the vertex bootstrap equation in (1) where three bulk variables X i are placed at the horizon. In AdS/CFT this means that vertex (11) is equated to the one-loop triangle Witten diagram. This bootstrap equation is easy to put down, but it is difficult to work it out.
Another option is to reduce the number of unknown variables. We'll consider below in Sec. 4 two possibilities: 1) to fix conformal dimension of one of the fields; the O(N) symmetric model of N scalar fields universally interacting with the Habbard-Stratonovich conformally invariant field which conformal dimension is known will be considered in subsection 4.1;
2) to impose the "extremal" relation between the conformal dimensions of fields, see subsection 4.2.
Simplified bootstrap equations: from Feynman-
Witten to Schwinger-Keldysh?
However, even reducing the number of unknown variables, it is not easy to solve the bootstrap Eq-s (22) and those ones received from (22) by permutation of fields. It would be interesting to find solution to this problem. In order to demonstrate that bootstrap is a working approach capable to predict the numerical values of conformal dimensions let us look at the simplified version of Eq-s (22) .
Many poles structure of integrand in the RHS of (22), including poles of the product of Gamma functions (26) , was investigated in [20] . Convergence of integrals in (22) permits to present the RHS of (22) as the infinite series of residues in these poles. We will simplify bootstrap equations as much as possible, leaving in spectral integrals in (22) only the residues at four poles corresponding to zeros of square brackets in the denominator in (22) . This actually means that in the bubble Witten diagram Feynman Green functions G (8) are replaced by their harmonic counterparts G (10). Then instead of (22) with conventional bubble M in the RHS we have bootstrap equation with harmonic bubble M (23) in the RHS:
Explicit expression (24) for M permits to find values of conformal dimensions in Sec. 4 below. But what can justify such a fundamental departure from Witten's diagram technique?
The replacement of single Green functions (8) by the "harmonic" difference (10) of the corresponding IR and UV Green functions was used earlier in [22] - [29] in calculations of scalar tadpoles and of single-fermion loops in context of the double-trace deformation. The possible justification of doing the same in bubble diagrams formed by the product of two Green functions may be in the application in AdS/CFT of Keldysh NEGF (non-equilibrium Green functions) technique, also called Schwinger-Keldysh, "in-in" or "closed time path" formalism, that is used as a tool to cope with many-particle non-stationary problems [30] , see recent review [31] . This formalism was also applied in a number of the early cosmology quantum problems with their strongly non-stationary de Sitter background, [32] - [34] and references therein.
In Witten diagrams built on the AdS background (4) role of "time" plays coordinate z 0 and Green functions that are the building blocks of Witten diagrams are the exact copies of Feynman casual Green functions where ordinary time is replaced by z 0 (see e.g. in (8)). Since background (4) is essentially "non-stationary", that is it strongly depends on "time" z 0 , the question arises: why in the AdS/CFT calculations the traditional Feynman-Witten diagrams technique is used, and not NEGF closed "time" path formalism? In this formalism the number of fields is doubled (according to doubling of time directions to forward and backward ones) and Green functions become the 2 × 2 matrices which diagonal elements are Feynman casual and anti-casual Green functions whereas non-diagonal terms are homogeneous solutions of dynamical equations.
Thus if we postulate that the endpoints of the bubble in bootstrap Eq. (21) are located on different branches of the closed "time" loop, then this bubble will be the so-called Keldysh component of self-energy constructed only from the homogeneous off-diagonal elements of the matrices of two bubble Green functions. In other words this means replacing of T -product of currents T (j(X)j(Y )) (j(X) = φ 2 (X)φ 3 (X) for example) by the product of currents j(X)j(Y ).
Of course, what was said above in support of the simple bootstrap equation (28) is just a suggestive considerations. In any case the possibility to apply NEGF technique in the AdS/CFT business deserves special attention by itself to our mind. And it is of interest to look at some consequences of simple bootstrap equation (28) . This is done in the next Section. 2 may be always reduced to triple interaction
with the introduction of the auxiliary Habbard-Stratonovich field σ(Z). Let us consider theory of N +1 scalar fields with interaction (29) where N fields ψ k have one and the same conformal dimension ∆ ψ and field σ(Z) is conformally invariant in AdS d+1 that is its conformal dimension is known:
Then there are N identical simplified bootstrap Eq-s (28) written for fields ψ k (it is necessary to put in (28) ∆ φ 1 = ∆ φ 2 = ∆ ψ ; ∆ φ 3 = ∆ σ ), and one more bootstrap Eq. for field σ when RHS of (28) must be multiplied by N since in (29) σ(Z) interacts with every of fields ψ k (in this case we must put in (28) ∆ φ 1 = ∆ σ and ∆ φ 2 = ∆ φ 3 = ∆ ψ ).
After these substitutions and with account of (24), (26), (27) bootstrap Eq-s (28) come to the system of two equations that excluding g 2 R gives following spectral Eq. for ∆ ψ :
For d = 4 with account of expression (27) for F d=4 (∆ ψ ) and value (30) of ∆ σ when F d=4 (∆ conf σ ) = −3/16 spectral equation (31) comes to simple form:
The nontrivial positive roots of (32) We did not show here the "shadow" conformal dimensions 4 − ∆ ψ that also are the roots of (32) . All these values of conformal dimensions satisfy the unitarity bound 0 < |∆ − d/2| < 1.
In AdS 4 (d = 3) there are an infinite set of roots of Eq. (31) for F d=3 (∆ ψ ) from (27) and F d=3 (∆ conf σ ) = −1/2π from (27) , (30) , however all of them violate unitarity bound.
O(N ) symmetric model with composite scalar.
It was shown in [21] that calculations of Witten diagrams essentially simplify when they include "extremal" vertexes [35] that means fulfillment of "extremal" relation (3) ∆ ψ 1 = ∆ ψ 2 + ∆ ψ 3 between conformal dimensions of three interacting fields. This in turn means that conformal operator of the first field is the composite operator which is a product of two other operators, see discussion in the Introduction.
In case of validity of the extremal relation ∆ φ 1 = ∆ φ 2 + ∆ φ 3 exponent δ 23 (12) is equal to zero, thus coefficient B (13) includes Γ(0), and first expression for M 2pt bubble ∆ φ 1 |∆ φ 2 ∆ φ 3 ( x 1 , x 2 ) in the RHS of (24) diverges as Γ 2 (0). To compensate this divergence it is necessary to apply a regularization proposed in [21] which is different from the one in (25) . In [21] the norm-invariant coupling constant was introduced:
In case δ 23 = 0 g * 2 includes Γ 2 (0). It reduces the same divergence in (24) . Also, thanks to extremal relation (3), practically all Gamma functions in the RHS of (24) reduce and three bootstrap equations for conformal correlators of fields φ i (i = 1, 2, 3) take extremely simple form:
F (∆) see in (27) . Now let us again consider O(N) symmetric model of N fields ψ k with equal conformal dimensions ∆ ψ interacting according to (29) with the HabbardStratonovich field σ(Z). Since σ(Z) ∼ Σ k ψ 2 k (Z) it may be considered as composite field which conformal dimension obey extremal relation:
Thus in this case system (35) comes to the following spectral equation: Complex conformal dimensions are not something unusual. As a rule it signals about the nonunitarity of the theory, see e.g. [43] . However in the recent paper [44] it is argued that complexity of conformal dimensions guarantees classical unitarity of the continuous-spin field.
Conclusion
Numerical results (33) , (38) , (39) were obtained under questionable assumptions such as the use of simplified bootstrap equations (28) and hypotheses (30) or (36) regarding the conformal dimension of the HabbardStratonovich field. The meaning of these results is to demonstrate that game worth the candle: proposed AdS/CFT version of the "old" conformal bootstrap may predict values of conformal dimensions. Solution of the exact bootstrap equations (22) is the task for future, perhaps using computer methods that may work because of convergence of spectral integrals in (22) , see comments in subsection 3.1.
Another task for future may be to study the possibility of spontaneous O(N) symmetry breaking in the models of type (29) . This means that every of fields ψ k in (29) must be equipped with its own conformal dimension and asymmetric solutions of self-consistent bootstrap equations (22) (or of their simplified version (28)) must be found.
Surely the problem of missing equation for the renormalized coupling constant is still there. According to general bootstrap ideology coupling constant may be found from the condition of crossing symmetry of the 4-point amplitudes that in the "old" conformal bootstrap is equivalent to second equation in (1) .
The simplest case of the interacting bulk scalar fields is considered in the paper. However many questions of modern physics are connected with fermions of spin 1/2, compare Steven Weinberg's words cited in the beginning of the Introduction. The point is that "flavors" mass hierarchy, which is still a mystery, may be explained in frames of the Randall-Sundram model [45] when some natural ("twisted") boundary conditions are imposed on the bulk spinor fields and for certain bulk masses of these fields (see e.g. [46] , [47] ). Thus calculation of fermion bulk masses (that is of conformal dimensions) in frames of the proposed approach of the "old" conformal bootstrap may open the way for solution of the fermion mass hierarchy problem.
